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In− situ monitoring is the most insightful technique to examine superhydrophobic surface degradation as it provides
real-time information on the liquid-solid interface in a continuous, non-invasive manner. Using reflecting-pixel in-
tensity, we introduced a simple method to characterize in− situ the air-plastron over a superhydrophobic surface in a
turbulent channel flow. Prior to the turbulent experiments, a no-flow hydrostatic test was carried out to determine a
critical absolute pressure under which the surfaces are able to maintain the air layer for a prolonged period of time.
Pressure-drop and velocity measurements were conducted in a series of turbulent flow tests. Resulting from the cou-
pling effects of normal and shear stresses over the plastron, the air layer was progressively lost with flow time which
caused the drag ratio (i.e. the friction factor ratio between superhydrophobic and smooth surfaces) to increase. Mean-
while, the average pixel intensity also increased with time and exhibited a consistent trend with the drag ratio evolution.
At a fixed near-wall y/h location (within the viscous sublayer), velocity increased with time since the shear stress
increased. However, a velocity measurement at the center of the channel exhibited a decrease, consummate with an
overall downward shift of the velocity profile. Both pressure-drop and velocity results were observed to be correlated
with the average pixel intensities of the images captured over the surfaces and therefore this is a suitable proxy measure
of the plastron. This technique is confirmed to be valid for monitoring the air layer and hence predicting the consequent
loss of drag reduction.

Superhydrophobic (SHO) surfaces are well known for their
drag-reduction properties and a significant number of attempts
have been made to modify turbulent flow which is the most
common scenario in practical applications1. As a shared chal-
lenge among these studies2–4, it is difficult to maintain an
air layer/plastron (known as non-wetted Cassie-Baxter state5)
formed at the liquid-solid interface - which is essential for re-
ducing the frictional drag6 - upon exposure to a flow. Specif-
ically, in turbulent flow, the air-plastron must suffer from not
only high normal stress (pressure) but also shear stresses much
higher than laminar flow, which leads to a very quick degra-
dation of the superhydrophobic/drag reduction property7.

Various optical techniques, including (laser scanning)
confocal microscopy8–12, light/laser scattering11,13–20, direct
(flow) visualization21–23, have been used to investigate the
metastable state of air-plastron and the wetting mode tran-
sition (from Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel24) under hydrostatic
condition8,19 or in shear flow12,20. The increasing hydro-
static pressure deforms the meniscus curvature12 resulting in
a thinner air layer8. In a finite time scale, the individual
air-plastron would break up (driven by Laplace pressure9,10)
hence the overall wetting mode of the surface changes to
Wenzel25. Compared with the hydrostatic condition, a shear
flow can alter the mass transfer pattern of air to water at
the SHO interface from diffusion-based to force convec-
tion dominating13. Therefore, the underwater longevity of
the air-plastron reduces significantly with an increase of
Reynolds numbers/flow rate.20. As the flow reaches the tur-
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bulent regime, the decay of the air layer is expected to be
intensified13. However, rarely has research studied the air-
plastron longevity in turbulent flow which is directly related
to its drag reduction performance12,23. In the current study, a
simple technique to monitor in−situ the status of the air layer
over a superhydrophobic surface in a turbulent channel flow
has been introduced and its feasibility has been demonstrated.

Figure 1 demonstrates the working principle for the in−
situ air layer monitoring system over the employed super-
hydrophobic surfaces in a large-scale channel flow facility,
which has been previously studied by Agrawal et al26 and Es-
cudier et al27 . A schematic representation of the channel sys-
tem is shown in Figure 1a (see more detail in Section S1 of the
Supplementary Materials). A fully developed 2-dimensional
turbulent channel flow experiment can be achieved in this rig
with dimensions of length(l) × width(w) × half-height(h)=
7.2m× 0.298m× 0.0125m, providing an aspect ratio (AR =
w/2h) of 11.9228. A test section (red rectangular highlighted)
was installed 6.0m downstream (x/h = 480) from the in-
let. A superhydrophobic coated PVC (polyvinyl chloride, Di-
rect Plastics Limited, UK) substrate with dimensions 100mm
wide and 200mm long (i.e., 8h× 16h) was flush mounted at
the center of the bottom wall of the test section. The em-
ployed SHO materials (SPNC, superhydrophobic polymer-
nanoparticle composite) have been recently developed and re-
ported, as discussed in previous studies29,30. The detailed fab-
rication procedure of the current surfaces can be found in Sec-
tion S2 of the Supplementary Materials. The surface proper-
ties were characterized by a dynamic shape analyzer (Kruss,
Model DSA 100E) and an optical profiler (WYKO NT1100),
and the results are displayed in Table I. The highly water-
repellent nature and surface roughness of the current SPNC
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FIG. 1. A simple approach to monitor in− situ the status of the air layer over superhydrophobic surfaces in a turbulent channel flow. (a)
Schematic of the channel flow facility used in the current study (not to scale). SHO surface was coated on a PVC substrate (200× 100 mm)
and fixed under the test section (red highlight) of the channel. (b) Schematic of the real-time image acquisition system over the test section
(red highlight in (a)) of the channel. (c) An example for the processed image taken after 5 min of flow, (d) 75 min, (e) 190 min and (f) 260
min. The normalized pixel intensities (In) were also displayed below each image.100% normalized intensity represents when the air layer has
been lost entirely. This test was undertaken at Reh = 1729 and local gauge pressure Pgague=3.58 kPa.

surface has been confirmed, and these advantages are pro-
moted by a dual-layer structure at the microscale level31. The
side and top walls of the test section are made of borosili-
cate glass to allow optical access for illuminating light and
laser beams. Two pressure transducers were adopted to mea-
sure the local gauge pressure (P1, Validyne DP15) 20 mm up-
stream of the coated area and the pressure-drop (P2, Druck
LPX-9381 ) across a distance of 240 mm over the test surface
respectively. Instantaneous streamwise velocity measurement
was conducted by a Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) sys-
tem (Dantec dynamics, see more detail in Section S3 of the
Supplementary Materials). In the current study, LDV mea-

surements were carried out at a fixed wall-normal (fixed y/h)
location to monitor the time-dependent velocity/turbulent in-
tensity variations. The velocity and RMS (root-mean-square)
velocity profile across the channel half-height for a no-slip
boundary condition (benchmarked against Direct Numerical
Simulation results32) are included in the Supplementary Ma-
terials (Section S4) to provide a validation of the LDV mea-
surement system. Shown in Figure 1b is the real-time air layer
observation setup built at the test section of the channel (high-
lighted red in Figure 1a). The white light source from the
illuminator (Thorlabs OSL2) was reflected by the submerged
SHO surface and the formed air layer. The reflection was cap-
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TABLE I. Superhydrophobicity and surface roughness characteriza-
tion of the surface used in the current study (superhydrophobicity
was characterized via the dynamic shape analyzer and surface rough-
ness was measured via the optical profiler).

Superhydrophobicity(◦)
Contact angle Sliding angle Advancing angle Receding angle
150.2±3.81 3.87±1.07 152.1±1.6 147.3±2.3

Suface roughness (µm)
Ra

a Rq
b Rt

c Rz
d

25±4.6 33±3.3 313±15.8 297±5.4

a Average surface roughness.
b Root-mean-square surface roughness.
c Maximun height of the surface profile.
d Average maximum height of the surface profile.

tured as videos/images by a camera (iPhone XR, Apple Inc.)
above the channel as illustrated in Figure 1b. The received
images were processed (cut to a constant pixel size from the
center - 800× 800 pixels) by MATLAB software and the av-
erage pixel intensity (I) was calculated using Eq.1,

I =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

Ii (1)

in which N is the total number of pixels (N = 640000 for each
image) and Ii is the intensity of the ith pixel. The average
pixel intensity for each image was normalized by the average
intensity of the image at the end of each test which refers to
the state that an air layer that has been lost entirely (I f inal),

In = I/I f inal (2)

in which In is the normalized pixel intensity. Four represen-
tative images at various time points are displayed in Figures
1c, d, e, and f with the normalized intensity shown below each
image. The brightness (reflecting intensity) of the images is
observed to increase over time. This phenomenon can be at-
tributed to the dissipation of the air layer (plastron), which
reduces the effect of interference (refraction). As a result, the
white silica particles which make up a component of the su-
perhydrophobic coatings appear with higher intensity in the
captured images. Therefore, the observed increase in average
pixel intensity indicates the progressive loss of the air plas-
tron and the diminishing superhydrophobicity with time. At
the end of this test, the image was almost purely white, and
the normalized pixel intensity reached 100% as no air-plastron
survived. Example videos showing the dynamic process of air
layer loss are included in the Supplementary Materials (Movie
1 and 2).

We note that the dissolution of the air-plastron occurs even
when the surfaces are immersed in quiescent water, especially
at very high pressure8,19. Therefore, prior to conducting tur-
bulent tests, a "no-flow" hydrostatic test over the employed
SHO surface was performed to obtain more understanding of
the interaction between the air-plastron and the local abso-
lute pressure. Figure 2 shows the variations of the normal-
ized reflecting pixel intensity as a function of time at various

gauge pressures (Pgauge) over the surface. In the first 60 min,
In was increasing with time for all the pressures studied and
the higher the pressure the faster the increment. This is pri-
marily due to the thinning of the air layer (i.e., air mass trans-
fer from the plastron to water)13 so the reflection pixel inten-
sity became higher. From 60 mins to 180 min, the evolution
of In tends to reach a constant state (thermodynamic equilib-
rium at the air-water interface9) for Pgauge=3.65, 4.53 and 5.50
kPa. However, for the other three higher gauge pressures,
In increased continuously with time and the entire air layer
could be lost if the test was long enough (anticipated from the
non-zero slope of the curve at the final measurement time).
Given this observation, Pgague=5.50 kPa was treated as a criti-
cal pressure25 beyond which all the air-plastrons would grad-
ually break up and the wetting mode transforms from Cassie-
Baxter to Wenzel. Thus, most of the following turbulent flow
experiments were conducted at a Pgauge < 5.50 kPa so as to
keep the local gauge pressure over the test surface below this
critical pressure. In this way, the drag reduction decay result-
ing from air layer loss can be monitored independently. More-
over, the critical pressure (Pgague=5.50 kPa) is closely related
to the surface topology. According to the Laplace equation
(Eq.3), Pgague was used to determine the radius of trapped air
bubbles (R),

∆P = γ
2
R

(3)

where ∆P represents the pressure difference at the air-water
interface. In this case, ∆P is assumed to be equal to Pgauge, as
we consider the air pressure in the plastron to be constant and
equal to atmospheric pressure. γ = 72.4 mN/m is the surface
tension of water in air (note, we measured the actual surface
tension of the tap water used in the current study via a surface
tensiometer). The estimated length is calculated as 26 µm
which is consistent with the average roughness result from
surface characterization in Table I.

To confirm the feasibility of the current approach in tur-
bulent flow, pressure-drop measurements were conducted to
show the correlation between drag reduction (DR) and In.
Fanning friction factor ( f = τw/0.5ρUb

2) was employed to
characterize the drag reduction and calculated by the mean
wall shear stress (τw = ∆Pwh/(l(w+2h))), in which ρ is the
water density, Ub is the bulk velocity and ∆P is the mean
pressure-drop across the tested surface. Shown in Figure 3a
is a comparison between the calculated friction factor against
Reh (= ρUbh/µ , in which µ is the viscosity of water) over
reference (smooth) and SHO surfaces in which Pope’s corre-
lation is also included33. To avoid any potential degradation of
the SHO surface, the duration of this pressure-drop measure-
ment is only 1 min in each case. The tests were performed
on a single SHO sample and repeated ∼3 times. In the Reh
range from 1500-3000, a 5-10% drag reduction is achieved via
the current surfaces as shown in Figure 3a. It is noted that at
Reh=4270, there was no drag reduction measured as the fric-
tion factor collapsed to the smooth data line. Due to a high lo-
cal absolute pressure at this Reh, the air layer over the surface
can barely survive to create a slip boundary and therefore no
drag-reducing effect was achieved. Focusing on a low Reh and
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FIG. 2. Variations of the normalized pixel intensity along with time
for a no-flow hydrostatic condition. Without starting the pump, this
experiment was conducted by increasing the water level of the tank
so as to increase hydrostatic pressure over the superhydrophobic
samples at the test section. To ensure consistency with the rest of
the experiments in this study, the average pixel intensity in this test
was normalized by the final average intensity (I f inal) of the turbulent
flow results shown in Figure 3. A 3-hour observation was performed
at each pressure and the pressure values in the figure are gauge pres-
sures. Error bars represent the standard deviation of two repeats.

Pgague, a long-term pressure-drop measurement was carried
out simultaneously with the air layer monitoring (in− situ).
The drag ratio ( fSHO/ fsmooth, the friction factor ratio between
superhydrophobic and smooth surfaces) and normalized in-
tensity (In) were plotted as a function of the flow time in Fig-
ure 3b. fSHO/ fsmooth stayed constant in the first 40 min and in-
creased with flow time afterward indicating a time-dependent
degradation of the SHO surfaces. Meanwhile, a consistent
trend of the normalized intensity showed that the reflecting
intensity was increasing because of the loss of air-plastron
(transform from Cassie-Baxter to Wenzel state). The loss rate
of air-plastron was significantly higher than the hydrostatic
case at the same Pgague if comparing Reh=3165 in Figure 3d
and Pgague=5.50 kPa in Figure 2, for example. Since a tur-
bulent flow was created, the mass transfer from air to water
was forced by the viscous and turbulent shear (i.e., the mass
transfer pattern changed from dissolution to turbulent forced
convection). Although both techniques capture the surface
degradation (mostly reversible, see details in Section S6 of the
Supplementary Materials), the drag ratio provides quantitative
results, and the pixel intensity was more straightforward with
a very simple setup. Drag reduction (DR= 1− fSHO/ fsmooth)
and air-plastron loss (In,loss)) over SHO surfaces against flow
time at various Reh and the corresponding Pgague were pre-
sented in Figure 3c and d, respectively. In,loss is a parame-
ter detected from the pixel intensity results and represents di-
rectly the level of air-plastron loss, as described in Eq. 4,

In,loss =
I f inal − I

I f inal − Iinitial
(4)

in which Iinitial is the initial average intensity measured at the
start of the test. As discussed, DR decays along with time and
a higher gauge pressure would lead to a faster degradation. It
is noteworthy that some drag enhancements can be observed
at the end of the first 3 tests when the air layer is almost gone.
This is attributed to the surface roughness of the SHO sam-
ple since there are still peaks and valleys with the maximum
size of ∼300 µm though the average roughness is as low as 30
µm, as shown in Table. I. Consistency between Figure 3c and
d (DR and In,loss) confirms this approach is valid to predict
drag reduction of the SHO surfaces qualitatively. Although
previous studies have made significant efforts to discuss the
influence of hydrostatic pressure and shear stress on super-
hydrophobic surface degradation, these two parameters have
rarely been considered together12,13,20. In Figure 3e and f, the
drag reduction and air-plastron loss (In,loss) at different Pgague
but equivalent wall shear stresses (τw) are compared. Clearly,
the one with high Pgague demonstrated a faster superhydropho-
bic longevity deterioration. Thus, it is clear that the normal
and shear force generated from the turbulent flow can inde-
pendently accelerate the transformation from Cassie-Baxter
to Wenzel state for SHO surfaces.

Instantaneous streamwise velocity (u) measurements have
been carried out at fixed wall-normal locations (fixed y/h) us-
ing the LDV system to obtain information on the local velocity
field. Two representative locations were selected to perform
the velocity measurement as a function of flow time. At each
location velocity samples were collected for 220 min until the
surface was unable to produce any drag reduction (air layer
dissolved/achieved Wenzel state). Mean velocity (u) and RMS
velocity fluctuations (u′) were calculated using the software
(BSA flow software) of the LDV system. Shown in Figure
4a is the mean velocity normalized by wall units (u+ = u/uτ )
against flow time at two different wall locations (y+f inal=3.4

and y+f inal=122), in which uτ =
√

τw/ρ is the friction veloc-
ity estimated by pressure-drop and y+f inal represents the nor-
malized (by wall units) wall locations at the end of the test
(the physical spatial location has not changed however the
frictional velocity changed due to the loss of the air layer).
u+ at y+f inal=3.4 (within the viscous sublayer where the tur-
bulent Reynolds stresses do not significantly contribute to the
flow33) exhibited an increase along with flow time indicating
the wall shear stress was increasing as τw = µ(du/dy). The
air-water contact area decreases due to the dissolution of the
air-plastron so the overall shear stress increases. However, a
reverse trend of u+ was observed at y+f inal =122 for which the
normalized velocity decreased with time to keep mass flow
balanced. Thus, it could be expected that the entire velocity
profile along the channel height shows a downward shift after
the degradation of the surfaces. It is worth pointing out that
the value u′/u at both locations was constant the whole time,
as shown in Figure 4b. This demonstrates that the turbulent
intensity was not affected by the SHO surfaces/slip bound-
ary. Figure 4c presents a comparison of the wall shear stress
calculated from the near wall velocity (u at y+f inal=3.4) and
the pressure-drop across the SHO surface. Consistent with
Figure 4a, the shear stress increased with flow time since the
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FIG. 3. (a) Fanning friction factor against Reynolds number for both smooth and superhydrophobic surfaces. The correlations from Pope
(2000) were also included for reference. (b) Drag ratio ( fSHO/ fsmooth, the friction factor ratio between superhydrophobic and smooth surfaces)
against flow time at Reh =1729 and Pgague=3.58 kPa. A sliding average with a period of 30 data-points was applied to present a clear trend
from the high fluctuations. (c) Drag reduction and (d) air-plastron loss (also indicated as intensity increase previously) against flow time at
various Reynolds numbers and gauge pressures. Comparison of the drag reduction (e) and air-plastron loss (f) for the same shear stress but
different gauge pressures. Drag reduction results in (a) and (e) were simplified by applying a sliding average from the original data. Labels in
(d) and (f) are the same as those in (c) and (e). Error bars represent the standard deviation of the repeats.
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FIG. 4. Long-term LDV measurement over superhydrophobic surfaces at fixed wall-normal locations. (a) Mean streamwise and (b) RMS (root-
mean-square) velocities against flow time at the near wall location (viscous sublayer, y+f inal=3.4) and channel center (outer layer, y+f inal=122).
The mean velocity was normalized by the inner scale and the RMS velocity was normalized by the mean velocity. Error bars were determined
by the relative uncertainties of the mean velocity (2-3%) and turbulent intensity (4-6%). (c) Comparison between the wall shear stress
calculated from near-wall velocity measurements and pressure-drop results. The error bars for τw = µ(du/dy) were determined by the error
of the velocity and the wall distance. However, error bars of τw = ∆Pwh/(l(w+ 2h)) were determined by the uncertainty of the pressure
transducer.(d) Slip-length and normalized pixel intensity against flow time. The uncertainty of slip length was estimated by the error of the
velocity and wall distance.This LDV measurement was performed at Pgauge=3.89 kPa.

air-plastron was being lost. Moreover, these two calculations
were almost equal with a very slight shift downwards to the
right (τw was slightly higher estimated from ∆P). This could
be attributed to the pressure-drop being measured at a cross-
sectional area in which only 13.7% was actually coated as
SHO so that the shear stress was over-estimated. Lastly, in
Figure 4d, the slip length (b) estimated by the near wall veloc-
ity (using Eq.5) was plotted versus flow time,

µ
du
dy

∣∣∣∣
no-slip

= µ
du

d(y−b)

∣∣∣∣
slip

(5)

Note that the maximum slip length result here (62.5 µm) is
less than half of the results we measured in the previous study
using the same SHO surface (which was above 140 µm) in
a laminar flow via a rheometric device34. This is mainly be-
cause of the significantly higher absolute pressure that limits

the initial plastron thickness of the current surface. The de-
cay of slip length illustrated the degradation of SHO surfaces.
Similar results have been also reported using different SHO
surfaces in a rheometer-based laminar flow35. However, the
normal stress (pressure) was much lower so it took ∼ 8 hours
for the sample to lose all superhydrophobicity. As an addi-
tional indicator, the normalized pixel intensity (In) in Figure
4d also demonstrates the SHO surface degradation though the
sensitivity is low at the beginning of the test.

To sum up, a simple technique to monitor in − situ the
air layer over superhydrophobic surfaces in turbulent chan-
nel flow was introduced with a very simple apparatus. The
requirements are only a basic light source and a small camera
(e.g. phone camera), without the need for any laser or PC dur-
ing the test procedure. This study demonstrated the feasibility
of this technique to reflect the drag reduction and air layer sta-
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tus of a SHO surface via both global pressure-drop across the
sample and local velocity at different wall locations. Further-
more, the effect of normal and shear stresses on the longevity
of air-plastron was individually studied. For a given SHO sur-
face (with specific surface geometry), a critical hydrostatic
pressure should be determined under which the surface is able
to maintain the air layer for a long time. Finally, it is found
that in turbulent flow the current surface would lose all its air
layer and drag reduction ability within a few hours under the
coupling effects of normal and shear stresses. Since a large-
scale channel flow facility was adopted, the lifetime of the air
layer is relatively short under the impact of significantly high
gauge pressures. However, these scenarios are more realis-
tic and technically important considering the real-world drag
reduction application of SHO surfaces.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material (PDF) for the description of
the channel flow facility, the fabrication of superhydrophobic
surfaces, the setup of laser Doppler velocimetry, the LDV re-
sults at no-slip boundary condition, the evaluation of the per-
manent degradation of the employed surfaces, the MATLAB
code for the image processing as well as the repeat tests at
Re ≈ 3000. In addition, two representative videos (Movie 1
and 2) for the dynamic process of air plastron loss are also
available.
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